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Ladies and gentlemen, 

Dear shareholders, 

I hereby call the 2019 Annual Shareholders’ Meeting of Siemens Healthineers AG to order, 

and as Chairman of the Supervisory Board, I’m assuming the chair of the Annual 

Shareholders’ Meeting as provided for by our articles of association. Let me extend a warm 

welcome to you on behalf of the Supervisory Board and Managing Board. 

I especially also want to welcome the members of the Supervisory Board of Siemens 

Healthcare GmbH, and most especially the employee representatives. I am very glad you’re 

here. 

A special greeting also goes to the members of the Siemens family and to the former 

members of the management. 

I would like as well to welcome all the former and present employees of Siemens 

Healthineers. 

Furthermore, I would like to welcome all shareholders who are following our Annual 

Shareholders’ Meeting online today. 

And I want to extend an equally warm welcome to the media representatives here. Your 

critical interest in our company is more important today than ever before, as it contributes 

to realistically position Siemens Healthineers within its competitive environment. 

I would like to thank all of you for your interest in Siemens Healthineers AG, which you’ve 

demonstrated by attending our company's first public general meeting. 

Before I go any further, I’d like to introduce to you the members of the Supervisory Board 

of Siemens Healthineers AG, all of whom are attending today: 

 Dr. Norbert Gaus is the Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board. He is Head of 

Research and Development for Digitalization and Automation at Siemens Corporate 

Technology. From 2010 to 2015 he held a variety of management positions in Siemens 

Healthcare. 

 Dr. Marion Helmes is Deputy Chairwoman of the Supervisory Board of ProSiebenSat.1 

and a member of the Supervisory Board of Uniper, as well as a member of the boards of 

other companies. She was CFO of Celesio from 2012 to 2014 and Spokeswoman for its 
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Management Board from 2013 to 2014. Before that she held other top management 

positions in Germany and the USA, including at ThyssenKrupp. 

 Dr. Andreas Hoffmann has been General Counsel of Siemens AG since January 1, 2014. 

Before then he was General Counsel Corporate & Finance and General Counsel for the 

Industry Sector. Prior to joining Siemens, he was with General Electric for three years. 

Before that he was a partner in several international law firms specializing in private 

equity and mergers & acquisitions. 

 Dr. Philipp Rösler is the CEO of Hainan Cihang Charity Foundation in New York. From 

2014 to 2017, he was a member of the Managing Board and head of the Centre for 

Regional Strategies at the World Economic Forum in Switzerland. He was Vice-

Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany and Federal Minister of Economics and 

Technology from 2011 to 2013. He was Federal Minister of Health from 2009 to 2011. 

 Dr. Nathalie von Siemens has been a member of the Supervisory Board of Siemens AG 

and Siemens Healthcare GmbH since 2015. She has been Managing Director and 

Spokeswoman of the Board of Directors of the Siemens Stiftung since 2013. From 2011 

to 2016 she was a member of the Supervisory Board at Unify and held a variety of 

positions at Siemens. 

 Karl-Heinz Streibich is a member of the Supervisory Boards of Deutsche Telekom AG 

and Dürr AG, President of acatech, the German Academy of Science and Engineering, 

and Chairman of the Digitalization Advisory Board of DAK-Gesundheit. He was 

Chairman of the Managing Board of Software AG from 2003 to 2018. From 2000 to 

2003 he was Vice-Chairman and Head of IT operations at Deutsche Telekom subsidiary 

T-Systems. 

 Dr. Gregory Sorensen is the founder, President and CEO of DeepHealth, Executive 

Chairman of IMRIS and the Chairman of Fusion Healthcare Staffing in the USA. From 

2011 to 2015 he was CEO of the Siemens medical technology business in the USA. Prior 

to joining Siemens, he was a professor at Harvard Medical School and a 

neuroradiologist at Massachusetts General Hospital. 

 Prof. Dr. Ralf Thomas has been Chief Financial Officer of Siemens AG since 2013. Before 

that he was CFO of the Industry Sector and Head of Corporate Finance Accounting, 
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Controlling, Reporting & Taxes at Siemens AG. From 2001 to 2004 he worked for 

Siemens Medical Solutions in Germany. 

 And now just a few words about me. I am a member of the Managing Board of Siemens 

AG, currently in charge of not only Siemens Healthineers, but Siemens Gamesa 

Renewable Energy and Siemens Global Business Services. I was Chief Financial Officer at 

E.ON SE from 2015 to 2017, at a time of fundamental change in the German energy 

landscape. I was CFO of Siemens Healthcare from 2008 to 2015. Before that I held a 

number of management positions at Siemens AG, including in Investor Relations. 

As you can see, all members of the Supervisory Board have many years of management 

and leadership experience and cover a broad range of expertise. The composition of 

the Supervisory Board also underscores the fact that independent shareholder 

representatives have a strong voice on the Supervisory Board of Siemens Healthineers. 

 

* * * 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

Today’s Shareholders’ Meeting is a very special event. The initial public offering of Siemens 

Healthineers on March 16, 2018, was extremely successful. It was the biggest IPO in 

Germany last year as well as biggest in the medtech industry worldwide to date. With this 

Siemens Healthineers has opened a new chapter in the company’s history. The date also 

marks an important milestone for the whole industry. 

Against that background, I’d like to review once again what moved Siemens AG to list 

Siemens Healthineers on the stock exchange as an independent company. 

The healthcare market is a highly attractive one. You are all familiar with the underlying 

demographic developments: 

 Life expectancy is rising – not least of all, because of good healthcare. At the same time, 

chronic diseases, sometimes also called lifestyle diseases or diseases of affluence, such 

as cardiovascular disease and diabetes, are also increasing as people get older. 

 The world’s population will grow from today’s more than 7.5 billion to nearly 10 billion 

by mid-century. This growth will take place primarily in emerging and developing 
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economies. The “global middle class” is expanding constantly: From when I began my 

introductory speech to the time I will finish it, it will have increased by around ten 

thousand people. This middle class has high expectations for quality healthcare. 

At the same time, the healthcare market is undergoing a fundamental transformation. 

Several paradigm shifts are emerging. I’d like to mention only four of them: 

 First, very low productivity in the healthcare sector, and the resulting financial 

constraints, are forcing healthcare providers to industrialize and consolidate. The 

objective is to pay for quality of care, not for quantity of services. 

 Second, medicine is becoming more precise and more available. Today, it costs only a 

fraction of what it did five or ten years ago to genetically sequence a human being. 

Major advances in medical imaging are not the least among the developments that 

have contributed significantly to making medical diagnoses more precise. 

 Third, in the information society, everybody is becoming their own doctor. Whereas the 

patient used to be more or less the recipient of healthcare services from medical 

personnel, now patients are often very well informed when they talk to their doctors, 

and can discuss medical choices with them on an equal footing. 

 And fourth, digitalization and artificial intelligence are accelerating these trends, and 

new control points are arising, such as digital platforms. 

As the market leader in many respects, Siemens Healthineers is an excellent position to 

play a key role in shaping healthcare delivery in future. But success will not be automatic. 

Both demographic changes and the paradigm shifts I just mentioned will provide the setting 

for developments in the coming decades. 

The question is, how will we set up our healthcare business to cope with these 

developments successfully? 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

Even before the IPO, the Siemens healthcare business had established itself for many years 

as a powerful company. In numerous areas, our portfolio is the pace-setter for medical 

decision-making. In the field of clinical imaging, no other company has such a broad and 

deep offering. Our high market share can in many respects be seen as a prime indicator of 
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the quality of our portfolio. In the field of laboratory diagnostics, the acquisitions from 2006 

and 2007 have made us one of the world’s leading companies in this market. Here we see 

additional potential we intend to capture. 

From this position of strength, and with an eye to the paradigm shifts I mentioned, Siemens 

Healthineers has every opportunity to shape its own future successfully. 

The crucial factors here are, first of all, greater entrepreneurial freedom, and second, more 

flexibility to set up a company that can focus exclusively on the special features of the 

healthcare market. 

The first step in this direction was to begin the legally company separating in 2015. 

Two years later, a comprehensive business strategy was worked out, called the Siemens 

Healthineers Strategy 2025. Starting by expanding on the present strengths, and then 

extending business into adjacent growth markets, Strategy 2025 will bridge the distance to 

five strategic fields where we foresee future growth opportunities. 

The company was reorganized to implement Strategy 2025. In parallel to the 

reorganization, the brand appearance was updated, with the strong Siemens brand playing 

key role. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, going public last spring was only the fourth step in this process. 

This orderly sequence of measures laid the foundation for our success on March 16 of last 

year. Further helpful factors were the balance between stability, thanks to the majority 

shareholder Siemens AG, and the flexibility that Siemens Healthineers, as a listed company, 

enjoys by having its own access to the capital market. 

Siemens Healthineers has thus expanded its strategic leeway – optionalities were created. 

Not least of all because of the volatile global situation that has prevailed for the past few 

years, creating options is the only appropriate answer. 

Having options means that we are able to act, but we’re not forced to act. I myself have 

experienced what it means to need to act, but not be able to act. I’m referring to the much-

regretted collapse of the communications business, which had been one of the most 

successful businesses of Siemens AG for many years. 
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If we had had the options in 2003 or 2004 that Siemens Healthineers has today, the 

outcome would have been different. 

The fact that leeway is crucially important is ultimately also underscored by the trust the 

capital market has shown in Siemens Healthineers since the very day it was first listed. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

Siemens Healthineers has a clear strategy and aspirations to shape the future. 

Independence and the IPO have opened up every opportunity for the company to keep 

evolving successfully. 

The company is led by a capable, experienced management team that is setting the course 

for a successful future in close collaboration with the Supervisory Board. 

Siemens Healthineers enjoys a strong position in attractive markets. What's more, you can 

see throughout the company how passionate the employees are in doing their work. And 

our customers can also sense that passion. 

In Chicago a short time ago I myself experienced this terrific collaboration once again at the 

world’s largest radiology trade show. 

Siemens Healthineers is working on the great challenges that humanity is facing, and is 

helping people live in health, with a high quality of life. 

That great objective releases energy and motivates us to make our products and our 

company even better. At Siemens Healthineers, that goal also takes on special social 

relevance in a period of drastic changes. And it’s also the prerequisite for lasting success. 

On behalf of the Supervisory Board, I want to thank the Managing Board and every member 

of the staff for their splendid performance last fiscal year. That basis has got us off to a 

confident start into fiscal 2019. 

 

* * * 
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Ladies and gentlemen, 

That now brings me to an explanation of the Report of the Supervisory Board, which you 

will find in detail starting on page 2 of the Annual Report. 

During the past fiscal year the Supervisory Board performed the duties assigned to it by 

law, the articles of association, the German Corporate Governance Code, and the board’s 

own bylaws. The full board held a total of eight meetings, and its committees also held 

eight meetings. I will explain those in more detail in a moment. 

But first I’d like to report to you briefly on the changes that took place in the Supervisory 

Board and the Managing Board last fiscal year. When the company was first established, an 

initial Supervisory Board with three members was formed, composed of Peter Kastenmeier, 

Steffen Grossberger and Martin Rohbogner. In the meantime, these gentlemen resigned 

from the board.. This original Supervisory Board held five meetings between the time when 

our company was founded on December 1, 2017, and February 28, 2018. It was particularly 

concerned with preparing for the IPO. For that purpose, it appointed the members of the 

initial Managing Board, Carina Schätzl and Wolfgang Seltmann, who then resigned as 

planned at the end of February. 

Speaking for myself and the entire Supervisory Board, I would like here and now to extend 

special thanks to the members of that first Supervisory Board and the first Managing Board 

for their successful work for our company. 

In February, the first Supervisory Board appointed the current members of the Managing 

Board – Dr. Montag, Dr. Schmitz and Mr. Reitermann – effective March 1, 2018. The 

Shareholders’ Meeting elected the present members of the Supervisory Board in February. 

Accordingly, immediately before our IPO on March 16, 2018, the Supervisory Board and 

Managing Board had the same members as you see here on the podium today. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

The current Supervisory Board met three times in fiscal 2018. In its meetings it dealt 

primarily with five principal topics: 

1.  The company’s business and financial situation 

2.  Implementing the company’s organizational refocus 
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3.  The Siemens Healthineers Strategy 2025 

4.  The compensation system for the Managing Board 

5.  Corporate governance 

The Supervisory Board also formed three committees: the Chairman’s Committee, the 

Audit Committee, and the Innovation and Finance Committee. 

The Chairman’s Committee’s principal deliberations concerned personnel matters, 

compensation of the Managing Board, and corporate governance issues. Among other 

actions, it engaged an independent external consultant to review the appropriateness of 

the compensation system for the Managing Board. 

Last fiscal year the Audit Committee dealt in particular with the quarterly statements and 

the Half-Year Financial Report. It appointed the independent auditors, defined the focal 

points for the audits, and determined the auditors’ fee. The committee also dealt with the 

company’s accounting process, its internal control system, its risk management system, and 

the internal auditors’ reports, as well as compliance and legal disputes. Under the Audit 

Committee’s responsibility, the company conducted an open bidding procedure for the task 

of auditing the annual and consolidated financial statements for fiscal 2019. 

The Innovation and Finance Committee discussed such matters as the company’s strategy 

and the market launch of our Atellica Solution1 laboratory diagnostics platform in great 

detail, among others. The discussion of strategy followed five strategic thrusts: precision 

medicine; therapy of tomorrow; technical, operating and clinical services; coordinating the 

treatment path; and digitalization, data and artificial intelligence. 

The Committee Chairs reported regularly and promptly to the full Supervisory Board. 

The Managing Board also informed the Supervisory Board promptly and fully about all 

material events in both written and verbal reports. The Supervisory Board advised the 

Managing Board and monitored the Managing Board’s activities. Moreover, in my capacity 

as the Chairman of the Supervisory Board, I was in regular contact with all members of the 

Managing Board. 

The independent auditors audited the annual financial statements prepared by the 

Managing Board, and the consolidated financial statements together with the combined 

management report for Siemens Healthineers AG and the Siemens Healthineers Group, and 
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issued an unqualified opinion on the financial statements as well as the report on relations 

with affiliated companies. The independent auditors reported to the Supervisory Board in 

detail on this procedure. Following a detailed examination by the Audit Committee and our 

own detailed examination, the Supervisory Board concurred with the results of the audit of 

the financial statements. 

Concerning further details of the Supervisory Board’s work, let me refer you once again to 

the written Report of the Supervisory Board starting on page 2 of the Annual Report, where 

we describe the Board’s work in detail. 

 

* * * 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

Before we move along to the further items on the agenda, allow me to hand over the 

microphone to the CEO of Siemens Healthineers, Dr. Bernd Montag. He will now report on 

the situation of the company. 

 

Thank you very much. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1
 Product availability varies by country. 


